Sign in and evaluation instructions

To sign in: go to this link https://account.interfolio.com/sso to log-in by institution and select Arizona State University. This will take you to your usual sign-on for the ASU network.

It is recommended that you complete available training and/or review the available Interfolio help resources. Please go to this link to access these resources: https://provost.asu.edu/academic-personnel/faculty-search

Evaluation rating scale:

When you evaluate candidates in Interfolio, you must use the appropriate number of stars based on the below description.

1 star = DOES NOT MEET required qualification / no evidence of experience relevant to desired qualification

2 stars = minimally meets required qualifications/ minimal evidence of experience relevant to desired qualification

3 stars = clearly meets desired (no question candidate is over the bar) / clear evidence of experience relevant to desired qualification

4 stars = strong contributions relevant to required / desired qualification

5 stars = truly exceptional record or experience with potential to advance CHS and ASU